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Abstract: Signalized intersections are one of the typical bottlenecks in urban transport systems that
have reduced speeds and which have substantial vehicle emissions. This study aims to analyze and
optimize the impacts of signal control on the emissions of mixed traffic flow (CO, HC, and NOx)
containing both heavy- and light-duty vehicles at urban intersections, leveraging high-resolution
field emission data. An OBEAS-3000 (Manufacturer: Xiamen Tongchuang Inspection Technology
Co., Ltd., Xiamen, China.) vehicle emission testing device was used to collect microscopic operating
characteristics and instantaneous emission data of different vehicle types (light- and heavy-duty
vehicles) under different operating conditions. Based on the collected data, the VSP (Vehicle Specific
Power) model combined with the VISSIM traffic simulation platform was used to quantitatively
analyze the impact of signal control on traffic emissions. Heavy-duty vehicles contribute to most of
the emissions regardless of the low proportion in the traffic flows. Afterward, a model is proposed
for determining the optimal signal control at an intersection for a specific percentage of heavy-duty
vehicles based on the conversion of emission factors of different types of vehicles. Signal control is
also optimized based on conventional signal timing, and vehicle emissions are calculated. In the
empirical analysis, the changes in CO, HC, and NOx emissions of light- and heavy-duty vehicles
before and after conventional signal control optimization are quantified and compared. After the
signal control optimization, the CO, HC, and NOx emissions of heavy-duty vehicles were reduced.
The CO and HC emissions of light-duty vehicles were reduced, but the NOx emissions of light-duty
vehicles remained unchanged. The emissions of vehicles after optimized signal control based on
vehicle conversion factors are reduced more significantly than those after conventional optimized
signal control. This study provides a scientific basis for developing traffic management measures for
energy saving and emission reduction in transport systems with mixed traffic.

Keywords: mixed traffic flow; emission; traffic simulation; signal optimization

1. Introduction

Global environmental issues have attracted increasing attention in recent years, and
traffic emissions have been one of the “major culprits” [1]. Excessive emissions of pollutants
from transport seriously impact air quality, public health, and climate in urban contexts [2,3].
In particular, traffic congestion deteriorates the situation and results in more emissions from
traffic [4]. CO (Carbon Monoxide), HC (Hydrocarbon Compounds), and NOx (Nitrogen
Oxide) emissions from vehicles increase by 20% during peak hours compared with off-peak
hours [5]. Under traffic congestion, vehicle pollutant emissions are 5 to 10 times higher than
those from normal driving conditions [6]. The city manager urgently needs management
measures and tools that can effectively reduce traffic emissions, which requires accurate
analysis and modeling of the emission patterns of motor vehicles [7]. Reducing emissions
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from urban transport systems can be achieved with reasonable transport facilities and
management improvements, such as signal controls, that can relieve traffic congestion.

One of the focuses of reducing transport emissions in urban areas is to reduce traffic
congestion at intersections and the corresponding traffic emissions, leveraging effective
infrastructure and traffic management (e.g., signal timing design). The optimization of
intersection signal control is an essential aspect of traffic management that aims to improve
the efficiency and safety of intersections. In recent years, researchers have developed vari-
ous methods and techniques to optimize intersection signal control, including traditional
methods such as fixed-time control, actuated control, and adaptive control, as well as more
advanced methods such as intelligent transportation systems (ITSs), artificial intelligence
(AI), and machine learning (ML) techniques [8,9]. In the early stages of traffic signal devel-
opment, researchers developed methods to determine fixed signal timings, assuming that
the traffic flow from each intersection is constant [10]. This approach does not consider the
uncertainty of traffic flows and has lost relevance in the contemporary traffic climate [11].
Thanks to recognizing the uncertainty, much research has been devoted to improving the
analysis of delay models and developing control models [12]. To address these issues, re-
searchers have developed more advanced methods, such as actuated control, which adjusts
the signal timings based on the actual traffic demand using various sensors and detectors.
Adaptive control is another method that utilizes real-time traffic data to dynamically adjust
the signal timings and cycle length. Recent technological advancements have led to the de-
velopment of more advanced methods such as ITS, AI, and ML techniques. These methods
deploy sophisticated algorithms and models to optimize intersection signal control based
on various factors such as traffic volume, speed, and congestion levels. For instance, some
researchers have used deep reinforcement learning (DRL) to optimize signal timings and
reduce delays at intersections [13]. Other researchers have applied a combination of genetic
algorithms and fuzzy logic to optimize intersection signal control [14]. In these methods, it
has been shown how to improve traffic flow and reduce delays and congestion. Previous
studies have focused more on optimizing signal timing in terms of reducing vehicle queue
lengths, stopping times, and vehicle delays at intersections, with relatively less attention
paid to traffic emissions.

As traffic emissions become more serious, researchers are not only limiting themselves
to reducing travel time and delays but are also starting to optimize signal control to si-
multaneously reduce vehicle pollutant emissions [15]. Just to name a few, Jamal et al. [16]
investigated the relationship between vehicle emissions and simulated operating condi-
tions at intersections. The overall traffic emissions were measured by superimposing the
emissions of vehicles under different simulated operating conditions (queuing and waiting
at intersections, the proportion of accelerating vehicles, the proportion of decelerating vehi-
cles, etc.) at signal intersections. Coelho et al. [17] examined the relationship between signal
control settings, emissions, and traffic variables on Highway N6 in Portugal. Emissions
were calculated using a modal approach to explore the trade-offs between enforcement
and added emissions. The results demonstrated that signal control schemes that resulted
in stopping more speed violators led to higher emissions, while those that induced speed
reduction resulted in lower relative pollutant emissions. Lee et al. [18] developed a CVIC
algorithm for an urban intersection and expanded it to a corridor of multiple intersections.
It investigated the sustainability aspects of the CVIC system using SSAM and VT-Micro
models. The CVIC system showed significant reductions in delay times and rear-end
crash events, and improved air quality and fuel consumption compared with coordinated
actuated control. Mahmod et al. [19] investigated the impact of traffic measures at a single
intersection using a traffic and emission model. The measures included traffic demand con-
trol, banning heavy-duty vehicles, and speed restrictions. Reducing traffic demand by 20%
led to a 23% reduction in CO2, NOx, and PM10 emissions. Banning heavy-duty vehicles
reduced NOx and PM10 emissions significantly, while speed restriction reduced CO2 and
NOx emissions but increased PM10 emissions, mainly from heavy-duty vehicles. Abdel-
ghaffar et al. [20] proposed a de-centralized traffic signal controller using a Nash bargaining
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game-theoretical framework that optimized traffic signal timings at each intersection by
modeling each phase as a player in a game. The algorithm was tested on two sample
networks and compared with other control approaches, showing a significant reduction
in queue length, vehicle delay, and emission levels at both an isolated intersection and an
arterial network. Kim et al. [21] introduced a red time traffic signal countdown timer (TSCT)
to help drivers control vehicle idling and reduce GHG emissions around signalized inter-
sections. The results of a case study in Haeundae-gu in Busan, Korea revealed decreases
in GHG emissions by 10.9% and 56.8% of the stationary and idling vehicles, respectively.
This emission reduction provides the environmental benefit of the red time TSCT with the
drivers’ voluntary involvement. Niroumand et al. [22] proposed a mixed-integer non-linear
programming framework to control the trajectory of connected–automated and connected
human-driven vehicles through signalized intersections. The program optimized the tra-
jectory of automated vehicles while introducing a “white” phase to force human-driven
vehicles to follow their immediate front vehicle. The proposed methodology successfully
controlled the mixed traffic and reduced the total delay by 19.6–96.2% compared with
fully actuated signal control. Sun et al. [23] introduced three models to evaluate pollutant
dispersion at a busy urban signalized intersection, specifically for fine particulate matter
(PM2.5). ANSYS Fluent was found to perform better for PM2.5 concentration prediction
with carefully calibrated parameter settings, while ENVI-met performed better in assessing
correlation relationships between PM concentrations and intersectional and meteorological
factors. The study also found that PM2.5 concentration increases significantly during idle
phases, and street canyons with high buildings hinder pollutant diffusion. The findings
may assist urban intersection design from various perspectives.

Even though there is some research exploring the optimization of intersection signals
to reduce emissions, current research mainly focuses on the emissions of light-duty vehicles
based on the traffic flow theories for light-duty vehicles to derive traffic delays in optimiza-
tion models. Most existing studies neglected the characteristics of mixed traffic flow with
different vehicle types, such as light-duty vehicles and heavy-duty vehicles. Few studies
have investigated signal optimization methods specific to mixed traffic flows. Heavy-duty
vehicles and light-duty vehicles have significantly distinct emission patterns, vehicle sizes,
and kinetic characteristics [24,25], which lead to significantly distinct traffic flow character-
istics and emission principles. Therefore, the signal time design at intersections with mixed
traffic may follow different approaches and should be formulated with awareness of the
characteristics of mixed traffic rather than using existing methods for light-duty vehicles.

We initiate our study by collecting real-time emissions and traffic data in the field.
With these data, the VSP model is developed. We use a VISSIM simulation to obtain
instantaneous speed and acceleration data for vehicles in the traffic flow. These data are
then integrated with the VSP model to calculate traffic emissions. We deploy the ratio of
instantaneous emissions between light-duty vehicles and heavy-duty vehicles to convert
vehicle factors in calculating traffic emissions. These adjusted parameters are utilized in
the signal control optimization model, introducing an emission-oriented approach to signal
control. We further quantify and compare the changes in CO, HC, and NOx emissions from
light-duty and heavy-duty vehicles before and after signal control optimization at a typical
intersection in Shanghai. This study offers an effective method for reducing mixed traffic
emissions through efficient signal control.

The subsequent sections are organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the procedures for
collecting emission data and conducting emission modeling. In Section 3, the mixed traffic
flow model for determining the signal control is discussed in detail. Section 4 provides
an overview of the simulation approach and an empirical case study. Finally, Section 5
presents concluding remarks.
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2. Field Emission Data and Modeling
2.1. Field Emission Data Collection

This study used an OBEAS-3000 portable emission tester to promptly identify CO,
HC, and NOx emissions. Moreover, it captured vehicle operational aspects, precise GPS-
based position, speed, and acceleration. The OBEAS-3000 underwent calibration to match
technical specifications on urban roads in China. By offering real-time emission data under
varying conditions, it illustrated the correlation between instant emissions and vehicle
speed/acceleration, contributing to the formulation of instantaneous vehicle emission
profiles. For our research purposes, light-duty vehicles and heavy-duty vehicles were
chosen for experiments. Light-duty vehicles mean M1, M2, and N1 vehicles with a gross
weight of up to 3.5 tons. Meanwhile, heavy-duty vehicles represent goods and passenger
vehicles weighing more than 8 tons. We selected light-duty vehicles of Volkswagen and
Harvard SUV, and heavy-duty vehicles of FAW Jie Fang as the representatives, which are
popular vehicles in China. Table 1 provides the vehicle parameters.

Table 1. Parameters of the experimental vehicles.

Vehicle Parameter Light-Duty Vehicle Heavy-Duty Vehicle

Brand Volkswagen FAW Jie Fang
Total mass (kg) 1285 15,790

Engine displacement (L) 1.6 6.6
Fuel type Petrol Diesel

2.2. Real-Time Vehicle Emission Models

This study focuses on optimizing emission patterns by analyzing the impact of vehicle
operation complexity on emissions. The Vehicle Specific Power (VSP) model is used to
link vehicle dynamics to the instant emissions of various exhausts. It involves establishing
instant emission models for both light-duty and heavy-duty vehicles regarding CO, HC,
and NOx emissions. VSP, defined as instantaneous power per unit mass (kW/t), correlates
with transient emissions. The VSP-calibrated emission intervals are tied to VSP output,
calculated from vehicle speed and acceleration. The VSP acts as a link between speed,
acceleration, and emissions, enabling estimation in diverse conditions [26]. The VSP for
light-duty vehicles is calculated using Equation (1). The VSP formula for heavy-duty
vehicles (Equation (2)) differs due to varying vehicle characteristics, as recommended by
Barth et al. [27]. VSP values are grouped into discrete bins according to emission differences
and resolution requirements. Bins are created at 2 kW/t intervals using Equation (3). Emis-
sion rates for CO, HC, and NOx are determined using VSP numerical and corresponding
exhaust emissions. It establishes the relationship between vehicle operating conditions,
VSP, and emission rates. Notably, emission rates vary between different exhausts within
the same VSP interval for light-duty vehicles and heavy-duty vehicles.

VSP = v× (1.1a + g× grade + 0.132) + 0.000302v3 (1)

VSP = v× (a + g× grade + 0.09199) + 0.000169v3 (2)

∀VSP ∈ VSPBINi =


(−∞,−30)
[n− 2, n], n = (−29, 29), n ∈ Z
[30,+∞]

(3)

where v is the instantaneous speed m/s; a is the instantaneous acceleration m/s2; g is the
acceleration of gravity and is set to be 9.81 m/s2; grade is the road gradient, %; and n is the
integer that divides the interval.

Based on the VSP values and corresponding instantaneous emissions of exhausts (CO,
HC, and NOx) detected by the OBEAS-3000 system, we average the instantaneous emission
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rates in the same VSP interval to obtain representative emission rates within each VSP
interval. These results construct a relationship between the vehicle operating conditions
(speed and acceleration), VSP values, and the corresponding emission rates for the different
exhausts. There are remarkable differences in the emission rates of different exhausts in the
same VSP interval (Table 2).

Table 2. Instantaneous emission data for VSP at 2 kW/t partition.

VSP

Light Vehicle Heavy Vehicle

Instantaneous Emissions (mg/s) Instantaneous Emissions (mg/s)

CO HC NOx CO HC NOx

(−∞, −30) 4.27 0.77 0.15 111.84 13.71 18.59
[−30, −28) 4.45 0.51 0.12 80.24 11.18 13.54
[−28, −26) 2.54 0.54 0.13 94.52 12.85 16.35
[−26, −24) 6.84 0.59 0.26 109.95 12.48 18.15
[−24, −22) 3.55 0.52 0.12 151.02 14.56 17.33
[−22, −20) 4.06 0.61 0.36 95.26 11.70 13.52
[−20, −18) 5.00 0.54 0.15 101.07 11.09 20.80
[−18, −16) 3.42 0.59 0.16 74.38 10.20 10.54
[−16, −14) 4.92 0.57 0.27 96.28 13.19 18.99
[−14, −12) 5.20 0.69 0.10 84.54 9.93 13.82
[−12, −10) 5.00 0.71 0.12 75.72 10.84 15.86
[−10, −8) 5.56 0.58 0.19 70.21 10.33 13.37
[−8, −6) 4.85 0.66 0.15 74.99 10.65 15.16
[−6, −4) 5.23 0.74 0.15 64.76 10.29 12.77
[−4, −2) 3.84 0.59 0.08 67.64 9.19 11.51
[−2, 0) 3.22 0.56 0.10 88.04 11.46 16.06
[0, 2) 2.90 0.54 0.05 56.92 8.34 9.27
[2, 4) 4.38 0.66 0.13 64.97 10.04 13.81
[4, 6) 5.57 0.68 0.18 88.80 10.50 15.94
[6, 8) 7.37 0.83 0.16 92.62 10.02 12.56

[8, 10) 7.29 0.76 0.32 82.34 10.41 15.77
[10, 12) 7.48 0.71 0.23 92.52 11.10 14.55
[12, 14) 7.95 0.81 0.28 87.23 11.67 15.61
[14, 16) 8.47 0.81 0.19 101.73 12.17 18.08
[16, 18) 7.18 1.07 0.22 95.29 13.08 18.34
[18, 20) 7.20 0.83 0.28 126.65 12.73 16.63
[20, 22) 9.44 0.87 0.27 98.45 11.65 17.95
[22, 24) 8.87 0.96 0.27 81.50 12.25 18.01
[24, 26) 9.01 0.97 0.25 84.48 12.03 18.29
[26, 28) 9.00 0.91 0.27 101.17 12.28 18.01
[28, 30) 10.88 1.40 0.44 109.67 12.23 19.53
[30, +∞) 6.77 1.51 0.27 110.06 13.62 23.34

3. Optimization of Signal Control

The frequency of the acceleration and deceleration states of vehicles at intersections
surpasses that in regular roadway driving due to the random nature of vehicle arrivals [28].
Poorly designed intersection signal timing can trigger severe traffic flow oscillations, lead-
ing to a high occurrence of abrupt acceleration and deceleration behaviors in vehicle
micro-operations [29]. Previous research indicates that these acceleration and deceleration
processes contribute significantly to traffic emissions. Effectively mitigating motor vehicle
acceleration and deceleration can yield substantial emission reductions. Notably, existing
studies on traffic signal control have neglected emissions in mixed traffic flows comprising
both light-duty and heavy-duty vehicles. This study uniquely prioritizes emissions from
mixed traffic flows during the optimization process of traffic signal control, with a specific
focus on intersections as critical points for vehicle emissions reduction.

The ratio of instantaneous emissions of light-duty and heavy-duty vehicles is used
as the basis for converting the emission coefficients of light-duty vehicles and heavy-duty
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vehicles. In this study, according to the ratio of one heavy-duty vehicle to N light-duty
vehicles, the coefficients are substituted into the signal timing formula, and the signal
timing at the intersection is calculated. The determination of the optimization method of
signal control at intersections under a certain heavy vehicle ratio is based on the conversion
of emission coefficients of different vehicles. In the empirical analysis, the changes in CO,
HC, and NOx emissions of light-duty and heavy-duty vehicles before and after signal
control optimization are quantitatively analyzed based on VISSIM simulation data.

min :F(G) = [ fc(G), ft(G)] (4)

where F(G) is the overall emission at the intersection; fc(G) and ft(G) are the emissions
of light-duty vehicles and heavy-duty vehicles, respectively. Vehicle emissions at an inter-
section are proportional to the number of vehicle delays and acceleration or deceleration
times [30], expressed by

fc(G) = λcDc (5)

ft(G) = λtDt (6)

where λc is the parameter relating the delay time Dc of light-duty vehicles to emissions
and λt is the parameter relating the delay time Dt of heavy-duty vehicles to the emissions,
according to the formula for the optimum cycle time of an intersection.

C =
1.5L + 5

1−Y
(7)

where L is the total signal loss time at the intersection; Y is the sum of the flow ratios of the
inlet lanes at the intersection.

In scenarios where heavy-duty vehicles constitute a significant portion of the traffic
flow, it becomes imperative to consider the influence these vehicles exert on traffic dynamics.
If the intersection has a light-duty vehicle traffic flow of α vehicles per hour and a heavy
traffic flow of β vehicles per hour, the optimum perimeter length of the intersection can be
expressed as

C =
∑n

i=1 kn(1.5 L + 5)
∑n

i=1(kn − αn − βn)
(8)

where n is the total number of lanes at the intersection; kn is the saturation flow for a single
lane of the inlet road; αn is the light-duty vehicle traffic flow in the n lane (veh/h); and βn
is the heavy vehicle traffic flow in the lanes (veh/h).

According to the provisions in the Planning and Design Regulations for Urban Road
Intersections [31], the basic saturation flow of a single lane of an urban road with only
light-duty vehicles traveling in the lane is

SbT = 1800 pcu/h, SbL = 1800 pcu/h, SbR = 1650 pcu/h, (9)

where SbT is the saturation flow for the straight lane, SbL is the saturation of the left turn
lane, and SbR is the saturation of the right turn lane.

When there is a certain proportion of heavy-duty vehicles in the lane, the saturation
flow must be corrected according to the proportion of heavy-duty vehicles. Let the pro-
portion of heavy-duty vehicles be HV; then, the proportion of light-duty vehicles is 1-HV.
The default gradient of the intersection in the study is G = 0, so the correction factor for
heavy-duty vehicles is fHV = 1− (G + HV), the correction factor for lane width is fw, the
correction factor for non-motorized vehicles is fb, and the correction factor for the turning
radius of the right turn lane is fZ. Therefore, the single-lane saturation flow rate for the
inlet lane is derived as

knT = SbT × fw × fHV × fb (10)
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knL = SbL × fw × fHV × fb (11)

knR = SbR × fw × fHV × fZ (12)

where knT is the saturation flow of a single lane in the straight lane (veh/h); knL is the
saturation flow of a single lane in the left turn lane (veh/h); and knR is the saturation flow
of a single lane in the right turn lane (veh/h). According to the Webster algorithm, the
effective green light time for a cycle is

Ci = C− L (13)

where Ci is the effective green time; C is the signal period; and L is the total signal loss time
at the intersection. The effective green light time for each phase is

Ce =
Ci × yi

Yi
(14)

where Yi is the sum of the lane flow ratios under each phase control; yi is the lane flow
ratio for a given phase. Suppose that the number of lanes under a certain phase control is
m, the actual arrival flow of light-duty vehicles in this phase is αm vehicles per hour, and
the actual arrival flow of heavy-duty vehicles is βm vehicles per hour. Then, the optimum
green time under this phase control is

Ce =
(C− L)∑n

i=1 ∑m
i=1 kn(αm + βm)

∑n
i=1 ∑m

i=1 km(αn + βn)
(15)

From the perspective of traffic flow, the conversion factor is commonly 2:1 for heavy-
duty and light-duty vehicles, implying one heavy vehicle is equivalent to two light-duty
vehicles within the traffic flow [32]. Nevertheless, when considering emissions, it becomes
evident that the instantaneous emissions from a heavy-duty vehicle (HDV) significantly sur-
pass those from a light-duty vehicle (LDV) under identical road and operating conditions.
From the emission perspective, the conversion factor could be expressed as

N =
Etruck
Ecar

(16)

where N is the conversion factor. Etruck and Ecar are the emissions of HDVs and LDVs at
the same operation conditions.

Ecar =
∑(nCO × α+nHC × αHC + nNOx × αNOx)

αcar
(17)

Etruck =
∑(nCO × β+nHC × βHC + nNOx × βNOx)

βtruck
(18)

where nCO, nHC, and nNOx are the weights of CO, HC, and NOx, respectively; αCO, αHC, and
αNOx are the emission proportions of CO, HC, and NOx for light-duty vehicles, respectively;
βCO, βHC, and βNOx are the emission proportions of CO, HC, and NOx for heavy-duty
vehicles; αcar is the proportion of light-duty vehicles in the traffic stream; and βtruck is the
proportion of heavy-duty vehicles in the traffic stream.

Considering the varying environmental impact of CO, HC, and NOx, their exhaust
weights are established as 0.7, 0.15, and 0.15, respectively [33]. Drawing upon the measured
CO, HC, and NOx emission proportions from heavy-duty and light-duty vehicles at the
intersection, along with the traffic stream ratio between these vehicle categories, we can
compute an approximate emission ratio of 20:1 between heavy-duty and light-duty vehicles.
This approximation implies that emissions from a solitary heavy-duty vehicle correspond
to those generated by 20 light-duty vehicles in an equivalent road scenario.
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4. Results
4.1. Case Study Based on Field Data at an Intersection

We selected the Cao’an Highway—Jiasong North Road intersection in Jiading District,
Shanghai (Figure 1). To ensure the accuracy of the collected data, we employed drones to
capture images at intersections during morning and evening peak hours from Monday
to Friday. This comprehensive dataset on intersection conditions was then averaged for
in-depth analysis. This urban highway accommodates a diverse traffic stream that includes
a significant number of heavy-duty vehicles. By analyzing on-site traffic data alongside the
lane design’s saturation traffic flow, we derived the saturation flow ratio for real intersection
traffic conditions. The corresponding details are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Intersection saturation flow ratios.

Light-Duty
Vehicle
(LDV)

Heavy-Duty
Vehicle
(HDV)

Saturated
Traffic Flow

Saturated Flow
Rate Ratio yi

West import
Left 415 21 1710 0.13

0.32Right 59 7 1602 0.04
Straight 737 137 1512 0.19

East import
Left 313 31 1620 0.11

0.24Right 231 61 1440 0.20
Straight 563 72 1584 0.13

North import Left 253 45 1512 0.20
0.51Right and Straight 757 112 1566 0.31

South import Left 207 58 1386 0.23
0.49Right and Straight 527 122 1476 0.26

Note: yi is the percentage of heavy-duty vehicles in traffic flow.

4.2. Impact of Conversion Factors on Signal Timing of Different Directions in the Case Study

By utilizing Equation (15) to compute the effective green light duration while incor-
porating the proportion of HDVs as a parameter, we can derive a curve illustrating the
efficient green light durations for the entry lane with the conversion factors between HDVs
and LDVs, which is presented in Figure 2. As depicted in Figure 2, the conversion factor
between HDVs and LDVs significantly influences outcomes. A higher conversion factor
leads to increased effective green light duration and a heightened pass-through rate in
the inlet lane of a direction. It means a higher conversion factor prompts an exponential
rise in green light time for the inlet lane. Enhancing the waiting efficiency for one lane
unavoidably trims effective green time for another as the cycle length is fixed. Striving for
comprehensive traffic flow efficiency across each inlet lane involves elongating effective
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green times for all four directions to optimize overall intersection performances. Hence, a
balance is essential for avoiding unlimited extension of green time for any specific lane.
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Figure 2. Relationship between green light times on the import road and vehicle conversions.

To holistically optimize signal control at the intersection, it is imperative to consider
the operational efficiency across all four inlet lanes. We must consider how to assess
how conversion factors between HDVs and LDVs influence signal timing in different
directions. We calculate signal timing based on varying conversion factors, whose results
are summarized in Table 4 and Figure 3. The trends illustrated in Figure 3 unveil how
effective green light durations in different directions at the intersection can change with
the conversion factors used for optimizing signal timing. The effective green time is
linked to the used vehicle conversion factor in the optimization process. Although distinct
conversion factors correspond to varied effective green light durations, the rate of change
in these durations gradually tapers as the conversion factor rises. So, we suggest that
one direction will not be offered unbounded priority as the conversion factor escalates,
owing to holistic intersection efficiency considerations. Consequently, as the conversion
factor between heavy-duty vehicles and light-duty vehicles grows, the effective green light
duration approaches a stable point.

4.3. The Effects of the Proposed Optimization Methods on Intersection Emissions

In this section, we compare the emissions at the intersection in three cases: original
and before signal optimization, conventional signal optimization, and the proposed signal
optimization. Conventional signal optimization means the optimized signal time using the
previous rule of thumb about a conversion factor between 2 and 1 from the perspective of
traffic flow. The proposed signal optimization refers to the method in the Section 3 with a
conversion factor from the perspective of emissions. Figure 4 illustrates the peak hourly
emissions of CO, HC, and NOx from both heavy-duty vehicles and light-duty vehicles at
intersections in the abovementioned three cases.

Table 4. Signal timing with different vehicle conversion factors.

Conversion Factor of Emissions Import Left-Turn Signal Timing (S) Through Signal Timing (S)

HDV:LDV = 2:1 East–West 29 42
South–North 45 69

HDV:LDV = 5:1 East–West 23 48
South–North 55 59

HDV:LDV = 10:1 East–West 19 48
South–North 58 61

HDV:LDV = 15:1 East–West 16 47
South–North 60 62

HDV:LDV = 20:1 East–West 15 47
South–North 61 62

HDV:LDV = 25:1 East–West 14 47
South–North 62 62

HDV:LDV = 30:1 East–West 13 47
South–North 62 63
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As depicted in Figure 4a, before signal control optimization, light-duty vehicles exhibit
a CO emission of 1208.69 g per hour. After conventional signal control optimization, the CO
emission for light-duty vehicles reduces to 1169.92 g per hour, marking a decrease of 3.21%
compared with no optimization. The CO emission changes to 1074.67 g per hour when the
signal control is optimized. It indicates a decrease of 11.09% in emissions compared with
the case of disregarding the signal control optimization. In terms of HC emissions, LDVs
emit 196.62 g of HC per hour. After applying conventional signal control optimization,
the HC emission (Figure 4b) decreases to 188.33 g per hour, signifying a reduction of
4.22%. Similarly, with the proposed optimized signal control, HC emissions are reduced
to 188.49 g per hour, reflecting a reduction of 4.13%. Regarding NOx emissions from light-
duty vehicles, the emission is 32.65 g per hour. Following both conventional signal control
optimization and the proposed signal control optimization, the NOx emissions remain
relatively stable at 32.53 g and 32.56 g, respectively, showcasing minimal variation.

As for heavy-duty vehicles, prior to signal control optimization, CO emissions were
measured at 3129.98 g per hour. Following traditional signal control optimization, CO
emissions decreased to 2713.72 g per hour, marking a notable reduction of 13.30%. Upon
implementing the proposed signal control optimization, CO emissions diminished to
2512.07 g per hour, showcasing a substantial decrease of 19.74%. Regarding HC emis-
sions from heavy-duty vehicles during peak hours, the initial emission was 425.32 g per
hour. After applying conventional signal control optimization, HC emissions decreased
to 361.03 g, indicating a reduction of 15.12%. With the proposed optimized signal control,
HC emissions decreased to 354.65 g, showcasing a reduction of 16.61%. For NOx emissions
from heavy-duty vehicles during peak hours, the initial emission stood at 542.88 g. After
conventional signal control optimization, NOx emissions were reduced to 473.78 g, reflect-
ing a reduction of 12.73%. Implementing the proposed signal control optimization led to a
reduction in NOx emissions to 411.60 g, marking a substantial decrease of 24.18%.

The quantitative analysis of CO, HC, and NOx emissions reveals that conventional
signal control optimization diminishes emissions from both heavy- and light-duty vehicles
at intersections. However, the proposed signal control optimization surpasses the emission
reduction achieved using conventional methods. In particular, this optimized approach no-
tably affects heavy vehicle emissions to a greater extent than those from light-duty vehicles.
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5. Conclusions

This analysis delves into the correlation between signal timing adjustments at intersec-
tions and traffic emissions. Instantaneous emissions from both heavy-duty and light-duty
vehicles serve as the foundation for determining conversion factors applicable to each
vehicle category. Subsequently, intersections undergo signal control optimization, driven
by these vehicle conversion factors. The process involves VISSIM simulation for data
collection, enabling the examination of vehicle operating conditions, traffic flow dynamics,
and emission variations at intersections.

A groundbreaking approach is introduced, establishing a vehicle coefficient conver-
sion model rooted in instantaneous vehicle emissions. This innovative departure from
traditional headway time–distance conversion models becomes a robust foundation for
intersection signal timing optimization. The challenge lies in simultaneously maintaining
traffic flow on various inlet lanes while minimizing emissions. This intricate balance is
achieved by optimizing the effective green time for individual inlets while accounting
for the others. A comprehensive calculation of effective green time across all four inlets
guarantees flow stability.

Analysis of the results is as follows.

(1) An inlet lane dominated by heavy-duty vehicles experiences an elongation of effective
green time with increasing conversion factors, indicating a priority advantage.

(2) Signal control optimization through instantaneous emissions-based conversion factors
leads to varying effective green times for the intersection’s four entry lanes. Neverthe-
less, a trend towards uniformity emerges as the conversion factor grows. High heavy
vehicle ratios do not grant unrestricted priority as the factor increases.

(3) After conventional signal control optimization, CO, HC, and NOx emissions decrease
for heavy-duty vehicles, and CO and HC emissions drop for light-duty vehicles.
However, NOx emissions from light-duty vehicles remain relatively steady.

(4) The improvement in reducing vehicle emissions using signal timing optimization
based on vehicle conversion factors is more significant than that based on conventional
signal timing optimization.

(5) Slight increases in traffic emissions occur as the vehicle conversion factor surpasses a
specific threshold. It results from the considerable presence of light-duty vehicles in
the traffic flow. As heavy-duty vehicles gain more right of way, it impacts light-duty
vehicle capacity and contributes to the emission rise.

By establishing a comprehensive traffic emission model and empirically scrutinizing
the effects of optimized signal control, this study contributes a scientific underpinning for
formulating energy-efficient and emission-reducing traffic management strategies within
urban transportation systems.

6. Limitations and Future Study

This study delves into the emissions of mixed traffic flows at peak-hour intersections,
focusing on signal timing optimization and the application of vehicle conversion factors for
both heavy-duty and light-duty vehicles. It also examines the emissions of heavy-duty and
light-duty vehicles before and after signal timing optimization. Future studies could be in
the following areas:

(1) While acknowledging that the peak-hour period represents only a segment of overall
traffic flow, our future work will address the impact of signal timing optimization on
vehicle emissions during off-peak hours.

(2) Due to resource constraints, the current dataset is limited. Future research can over-
come these limitations by expanding both the volume of data and the breadth of
the investigation, allowing for a more comprehensive analysis of emissions from
medium-sized vehicles, buses, and other vehicle models. While our present empirical
analysis predominantly centers on urban road intersections, subsequent studies can
extend to urban segments and the entire road network.
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(3) Traffic emission research primarily informs the creation of urban traffic management
and transportation planning. Subsequent research can use simulation methods and
consider emission variations among different vehicle models and road network struc-
tures. It can construct an expansive traffic emission network simulation tailored
to cities.
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